Abstract -A Stereoscopic microscope is widely used in a micre between the object and the needle is derived. The mimanipulation such as to operate genes and to inspect integration circuits. As in these tasks the micromanipulation is handled and makes too heavy burden to operators, it is desirable to perform cromanipulator is controlled to make this error signal to zero. The objects are colored bea.ds with 2mm diameter instead of the cells. The needle 0.6" in diameter 20" the nlicrornanipulation automatically. In this paper, we propose a . . ~.
I. INTRODUCTION
A stereoscopic microscope is widely used in a micromanipulation such as to operate genes and to inspect integration circuits. As in these tasks the nlicronianipulation is manually handled and makes too heavy burden to operators, it is desirable to handle the micromanipulation automatically. In this paper, we propose a visual feedback system for micromanipulation with stereoscopic microscope.
But, it is difficult to measure the focal distance and the distance of the cameras. Furthermore, it is difficult to secure the accuracy of distance measuring because a distance between the tip of the needle and the object is small in comparison with the distance between the object and the object lens. As the distance between the object and the needle is in proportion to the difference of view in the left and right images, this distance is calculated directly from the difference of view.
The stereoscopic microscope observes an object threedimensionally with stereovision. TWO TV cameras is set to the eyepieces of the microscope. The distance between the object and object lens and the distance between the needle and the object lens are obtained by using stereovision method. The error signal based on the distance Corresponding point to the object is the centroid of the object, and it is the tip of the needle as for the needle.
The object and the needle is detected by its color and shape.
The descent speed of the needle is small as the tip of the (0-7803-479%8/98/$10.00 1998 IEEE) Ipig. I . Visiial feedback system ncedle appioachd the object to prevent an accidciit si~ch a5 the deitruction of the object by the needle piercing the object.
As the next position of the tip of the needle is predictable. tlir searching aieas of the needle in left and right images can be rediiced. Fig.1 \liows the visual feedback system. This system is coinposcd of two color TV canicias, a stereoscopic Iiiicre scope, a 1 1 image processing system and a micromanipulator. Two TV cameras are set to the eyepiece.; of the microscope and the left ant1 right images are obtained from thc TV cameras, respectively. An object IS put on the stage of the stereoscopic microscope. A needle is attached to the micro-manipulator to the right in the left and right images. Lighting is giveii froin the bottom of the stage, and the object is obseIved. A background is the lightest, and a needle is dark.
VISUAL FEEDBACK SYSTEM
This visual feedback system controls the micromanipulator to reach the tip of the needle to the object. From the steieovision method, an error signal bawd on the distance between the object and the tip of the needle is derived. Tlie inicroniaIiipiila.tor is controlled to rmke this error signal to be zero.
A Jistance bet,ween t,lie object ancl the tip of the needle is expressed by X, Y a.nd Z a.xis. As the control speed of the micromanipulator is fixed, its control time is estimated by the distance and the speed.
Two CCD ca.nieras is set side by side. The horizontal position of the object and the tip of the needle is measured by the right camera., and the depth is measured by the difference between right a.nd left images. As the CCD cameras measures the object through the stereoscopic microscope, it is difficult to estimate the foca.1 distance and the distance between left and right cameras.
The distance between the tip of the needle and the object is small in cornparisoil with the distance between the object and the object lens, since it is difficult to get the high accuracy of distance. The difference of view is almost in proportion to the those distance of the object in measiire at short range.
A distance Y between the object and the object lens can hr. written as
wlierr~ L [ is tlic X cooidinate of tlie object in kft iniage.
T , I& in right image and ( X I -I', i. the difference of view.
A distance (I 2 -1; 1 lwtweeii the object and the needle is given by
where tlie distance between the iiec~llc, and tlie object lens is 1;. the distance bet~eeii the ohject and the object lens is I$, difference of view is ( r l l -i r l ) , ($1.12 -z , L ) respectively. A is deterniinetl by the quation 3.
By iising stereo-vision method, a distance bettveeri the object and the object lens is calculated h;v looking for corresponding point that the coordinate of the object is shown about left and right images. A Coxresponding point of the object is its centroid. and the point of the needle is the tip of the rieedle. The object anti the needle is detected by its color and shape. The nornialized area li
where L is the length of the contour, and S is the size of the object.
Thc object in the images is cl cted from referring to the color. More than one error is detected. The object is detected from referring to the shape. But. a detected object often lacks the contour. Hence. the shape of the object rliangeq, and. specifying that object become'; difficult. Hence, the contour of the object is cletccted by i i 4 r i g the 1aplacian filtcr The shape of the ol-)ject can he detected precisely as a result of rriaking up the contour of the object.
ALGORITHM OF THE CONTROL OF MICROMANIPULATOR
The error of measurement o f the distance has a danger of the needle piercing the object. As a system is initialized to measure a position in the neighborhood of the ol>ject, the accurate mcasiirement of the distance between the object and tlie tip of the needle becomes difficult. When control is started. it is presuiiied a needle that it is away from the object. The manipulator is controlled to approach an object gradually with the repetition of measuring the distance.
1\18 3 The iicedlr IIIOVV, to the Left of tlir object nhile t h e i i c~d l r 14 at a higher lekrl than thr ohjrct The aplxoach speed of the needle is rrstricted small as the needle approached an object to prevent from the rieedle piercing the object. Anti. detection at the iieetlle becomes clifficiilt when the needle comrs near to the o1,ject bccaiista a color is almost the sane iii the contour of the o1)ject aiid the needle. While the ncwlle is at a highei 1evc.l tlian the object, the needle moves to the left of the ohject a5 shown in Fig.3 . After the needle is at the samr level as the cbject, a distaiicr between the centroid of t h e object and the needle is measured, and thc tip of tlie needle is controlled to reach thr centroid of the oljject as shown in Fig.4 .
As a tip of the needle comes closer to the object, a measurement accuracy of the distance increases. Then tlit, speed of the tlescendiiig ncwlle at the beginning of the control is faster than that at the end of tlie control.
The arrival distance is estimated about X, Y and Z axis direction froni the precision of distanw measuring. It considers that the needle reached it. and handling is finished wheii the distance between the object and the needle is smaller than the arrival distance.
The visual feedback system takes much time for distance measuring. Tlicre are niaiiy calculations along with the The positmion of the tip of the needle on the image before control is found as P o . As the movements of the manipiilator art: AT, Ay a,nd Az, its position after control is predicted as PI were the position that Ax and Az were added to P o . A searchirig a,rea. is set up in the area of the 128 X 128 pixels around the point PI. The amount of calculation is decreased by set up the searching area of the needle small.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The object is red bead with 2mni diameter, and a manipulator is controlled automatically to make the tip of the needle rea.& the cent.roid of the object. A ruler put on the stage of the micromanipulator is measured, and the length of 1 pixel is estimated. The position of the needle in thc, height which is the same as the object is fouiid. The next position of the iieedle wlien it was raised 0.Smni from tlmt position is found, a.nd a coefficient A is estimated by the change of the difference of view. The movement length is shown in Table I . It is considered that the needle is reached when a distance between the needle and the object beconies within f0.27" about X, the Z axis direction aboiit &0.21mm, the Y axis direction. The rnovenient distance when a manipulator is operated for 60 seconds in each of X, Y and the 2 axis direction is Fig.6 shows the needle before control. The red bead which becomes an object is at the upper right of the image. The tip of the needle is almost located in the center of thc ima.ge, for the right.
A region of interest is set up respectively about the needle and the object. A color is estimated from histograms of the region of interest. The shape of the object that is included in the region of interest is estimated. Fig.7 shows the histogram of the region of interest include the object. An object appears as a dark distribution, and a background appears as the light distribution. A threshold is estimated from containing the distribution of showing an object. The object is detected in the image from referring to the threshold. Fig8 shows the object detected in the images. The area of the object in the left imagc and the right image and a normalized area are looked for from ea.ch ima.ges. While a manipulator is controlled, the object a,nd the needle are detected from the images referring to the color and the shape. The shape of the object of the left image and the right image is shown in Table 111 . It almost has a. circle respectively, and a nornializetl area is small. The shape of the needle is shown in Table IV . A needle has slender shape, and the value of its normalized area is large.
The tip of the needle reached the centroid of the object as a result of doing three times in total, distance measuring and the control of the manipulator. Table V shows the distance between the object and the needle to the arrival from the start of the control. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
The visual feedback system which automates the work, which liaridles a tip of the needle reach an object under the stereoscopic niicroycope was developed. An object and a needle are measured by using two cameras.
A needle goes by mistaking distance measuring to the object froin the needle, and the accident which destroys the object happens. A manipulator was controlled so that an object might not pile up with tlie needle on tlie image not to do wrorig distance measuring.
Because the position of the next needle in image can be predicted. the \earchirig area to detect the needle is narrowed, and the amount of calculation along with the image anal) \is i\ Ieduced. Consequently. the system takes less time to detect the needle. Hence. this proposed 4ys-tein can be adapted in the iriic.romanipulation with the iter eowopic microscope.
